focus on
the big stuff
leave the rest to us®
With 540 square metres of meeting and banquet space as well as an alfresco poolside terrace, the Ramada Singapore At
Zhongshan Park offers the perfect setting for corporate meetings, private parties, weddings and social events.
The hotel’s two function rooms are equipped with the flexibility to accommodate events requiring various configurations.
Overlooking the serene setting of Zhongshan Park, Zhongshan Meeting Room offers verdant views of Zhongshan Park with an
abundance of natural light streaming in. A partition allows the room to be split into two rooms for smaller functions.
For a grand event or banquet, the pillar-less Balestier Ballroom with a ceiling height of six metres is an excellent open space and
is installed with intelligent audio-visual equipment. The ballroom can be partitioned into three separate rooms, each fitted with
its own motorized screens, which makes it ideal for smaller functions.
Meanwhile, the beautifully landscaped event lawn by the pool creates an inviting ambience for a cocktail under the stars or an
intimate alfresco dinner for cozy gatherings.
Complemented by our experienced event planners and dedicated banquet team, rest assure your event with us will be a
seamless one.
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Meeting Package
• Half and full day meeting packages available
• Option of lunch in Halal-certified restaurant, 21 on Rajah
• Free flow of coffee and tea throughout meeting
• 2 snack items per coffee break
• Provision of 1 LCD projector and 1 projection screen
• Provision of 1 ﬂipchart with markers
• Provision of bottled water and mints
• Complimentary writing materials provided
• Complimentary internet access
• Complimentary parking coupons based on 20% of your
guaranteed attendance

Social Events
Be it a cocktail party by the pool to celebrate a birthday,
a lavish celebration for a wedding anniversary, or a
company dinner and dance, we have solutions to fit
every occasion.
Our function spaces offer the versatility of accommodating
various configurations and our wide range of menus are
customisable to cater for diverse diets and event types.
Contact our event planners with your requirements and
leave the rest to us®.

Little Celebrations
It is important to mark the milestones of your little ones but
we know it can be a hassle planning for a celebration
between parenthood and work.
Leave it to us to orchestrate a memorable party for your
child, be it a baby shower or birthday party. Our affordable
and flexible packages offer your options of catering for kids
and adults with activities and decorations for your
convenience. Contact our event planners to find out more.

16 Ah Hood Road, Singapore 329982
tel (65) 6808 6848 / fax (65) 6808 6998

www.ramadasingapore.com
events@ramadasingapore.com
This hotel is independently owned by HH Properties Pte Ltd but operated under a management agreement with Wyndham Hotel Group Asia Pacific Co. Ltd.

